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Abstract
This paper discusses the expansion of Oceania through a Marshallese indigenous
lens as a focal point. It explains that decolonizing methodologies allows reclaiming of
space for mental liberation and reassurement of constitutional rights. It highlights similar
occurrences of decolonization practices meeting resistance in the 21st century all while
strengthening the human right argument that no human deserves any less than their
fellow human brothers and sisters. It argues that an indigenous imagery can only be
viewed through an indigenous lens where the researches’ level of purity is retained and
unfiltered. It nevertheless argues that Marshallese ethnolinguistics reveal the same
cultural practices in America, Judeo-Christianity, and Oceania thus dictating the reality
that we are the same not withstanding one stays here and one there. It further explains the
importance in these similarities and how Marshallese spirituality predates introduced
American Judeo-Christianity despite the latter attempting to marginalize them. It
concludes by stating that Marshallese contributions on the global stage are rooted in that
culture of love (IaKwe) which is echoed by the custom(s) revealing the significance of
Marshallese validation academically, spiritually, economically, & socially to prevent
institutionalized discrimination. This paper ends stating that the agency to know one’s
self and how one should fit in the world, is a human right in itself and Marshallese are
entitled to this sense of self worth through knowing thy self by thy self where real
thinking takes place in one’s own mind as we all live our own lives.
Key Words: Oceania, Pacific, Marshall Islands, Decolonization, Indigenization,
Contextualization, Ethnolinguistics, Culture, Indigenous Methodology, Equal Dignity
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Indeed, as the preeminent military power in the world, the United States has dealt with the Pacific, since
World War II, as if it were an American ocean.
Haunani Kay Trask
It is interesting to note that while others may look at the Ocean as a vast barrier which separates, we
(Pacific Islanders) view it as a medium which connects us all.
Amata Kabua
Our ocean demands that we live up to the expectations of our ancestors and bring to life what it means to be
people of the ocean, especially in school.
Emani Ilaoa
Ocean informs and organizes all islander experiences
David Ga’oupu Palaita
We sweat and cry salt water, so we know
that the ocean is really in our blood
Teresia Teaiwa
We do not know exactly when the first people settled these islands…but we do know that our ancestors
were dauntlessly sailing the vastness of the Pacific with hand hewn wooden canoes without instruments
while Europeans were still arguing whether the Earth was round or flat
Amata Kabua
We are the sea, we are the ocean, we must wake up to this ancient truth and together use it to overturn all
hegemonic views that aim ultimately to confine us again, physically and psychologically, in the tiny spaces
that we have resisted accepting as our sole appointed places, and from which we have recently liberated
ourselves. We must not allow anyone to belittle us again, and take away our freedom.
Epeli Hau’ofa

Introductionà Oceania: Our Sea of Islands!
“Vāsā (Ocean) —The Space that is Sacred”1 connecting the Pacific people to a
common way of knowing reinserts the notion of community building and empowerment.
In a recent Talanoa2 series held at the City College of San Francisco, the living essence
of Oceania expanding echoed by Epeli3 showcases that Oceania is indeed expanding4
through various avenues while still retaining the notion of community building through
the medium of the Pacific.5 (Re)claiming or better said truth seeking, finds it a bit odd
David Ga’oupu Palaita. “Vāsā (Ocean) —The Space that is Sacred: Pacific Islanders in Higher
Education.” (PhD diss. University of California, Berkeley, 2015).
1

2

See 2018 Talanoa Dialogue Platform:
http://unfccc.int/focus/talanoa_dialogue/items/10265.php
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Epeli Hau’Ofa. “Our Sea of Islands.” Contemporary Pacific 6, no. 1. (1994): 147-161.
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See The Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander Population: 2010
https://www.census.gov/prod/cen2010/briefs/c2010br-12.pdf
Dame Meg Taylor “A Sea of Islands: How a Regional Group of Pacific States isWorking to
Achieve SDG 14.” UN Chronicle, Volume LIV Nos. 1 & 2 May 2017.
5
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that colonial scientist(s) defining Pacific imagery are overlooking one huge factor — the
“witnesses” who dauntlessly sailed the vastness of the Pacific (which covers one third of
the world’s surface) at a time when the “world” was still arguing whether the Earth was
round or flat.6 These Pacific people who sailed around one third of the world’s surface
being the “Pacific Ocean” witnessed7 and saw the events that transpired in this part of the
globe.8 People sail faster than they walk and they fly faster than they sail. This answers
the question as to who really moved first in that part of the region (Pacific Ocean).
History is movement and the center of the tale is in the movement. Hence, those who
moved first in the Pacific are Pacific islanders and they remember how they moved. It is
with this ultimate truth, that this paper seeks to reclaim or rather to revalidate an
indigenous Pacific lens through a qualitative case study approach from the Marshall
Islands.9
Body à Decolonizing Methodologies to (Re)Claim Sacred Space for Mental
Liberation and reassurement of Constitutional Rights
‘Decolonizing research methodologies’10 gives proper agency to re(claim) sacred
space for mental liberation and reassurement of Constitutional rights.11 Having proper
agency equalizes the political spectrum to retain dignity for all peoples concerned. The
historic ruling of Brown versus Board of Education ruled that “A sense of inferiority
affects the motivation of a child to learn” because ‘equal dignity’12 is a crucial element to
a great mental health and indigenous islanders are entitled to this sense of self-worth
particularly when they are simply existing as they are and are faultless in the process.13
6

Paul Frederick Kluge, The Edge of Paradise: America in Micronesia. (Honolulu: University of
Hawaii Press, 1991), 55.
7

Amata Kabua "A RESPONSE TO THE ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT OF ISRAEL AT
THE STATE DINNER." Republic of the Marshall Islands. Israel, 6 September 1987.
8 Amata Kabua “Statement by His Excellency Amata Kabua, President of the Republic
of the Marshall Islands in the General Debate of the 46th Session of the General Assembly of the United
Nations.” United Nations. New York City, NY. 24 September 1991.
9

Desmond Narain Doulatram. THINK PIECE: The Human Duty to Decolonize Our Frame of
Thoughts to see people for who and what they are as members of Historical Groups with Distinct
Characteristics built on Circumstance.” American Journal of Social Science R&D 2, no.1(2018):1-51.
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Linda Tuhiwai Smith, Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples, (New
Zealand: University of Otago Press, 1999).
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Desmond Narain Doulatram, “Indigenous Decolonization of Academia: Using the Marshall
Islands as Precedent for Social Injustice.” Journal of Humanities and Cultural Studies R&D 3, no.1 (2018):
1-48.
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Laurence Tribe, “Equal Dignity: Speaking Its Name,” Harvard Law Review Forum, no. 129:16
(2015): 16-32.
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Desmond Narain Doulatram, “Indigenous Decolonization of Academia: Using the Marshall
Islands as Precedent for Social Injustice,” 1-48.
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Shiela Wieldman explains this obvious danger stating that “At the extreme obverse of
mental health we may lose our capacity for identity: our capacity to tell a coherent story
of the self, to hold a stable set of values or memories, and with this, to assert political,
moral and legal agency in a manner others recognize as legitimate.”14 ‘Decolonizing the
Mind’15 adds merit in indigenous knowledge being seen, validated, and valued. It leads to
a ‘reclaiming’ 16 in religion and how Marshallese people see themselves. Indigenous
imagery told through an indigenous lens retains the research’s level of purity by granting
it with ‘methodological integrity’17 to echo the authentic voices of the studied where
research is often ‘reciprocal.’18 As Dr. Konai Helu Thaman perfectly states
The curricula of formal education, particularly higher education, should include
indigenous Oceanic knowledge, worldviews, and philosophies of teaching and
learning, for several reasons: to contribute to and expand the general knowledge
base of higher education; to make university study more meaningful for many
students; to validate and legitimize academic work, particularly in the eyes of
indigenous peoples; and to enhance collaboration between indigenous and
nonindigenous peoples.19
The last assertion of Dr. Konai Helu Thaman retains merit considering the ‘state of
indigenous peoples today’ 20 and considering how even the Christian religion 21 was
‘customized’22 to cater to Marshalleses’ particular circumstances where it was pragmatic
14

Shiela Wildeman. “Agonizing Identity in Mental Health Law and Policy (Part I),” Dalhousie
Law Journal, (2015): 625.
15

P-Kiven Tunteng, “Political Freedom and Mental Colonization,” Transition, no. 44 (1974): 9-16.

16

Desmond Narain Doulatram, “A MARSHALLESE TALE OF MODERNITY IN THE PACIFIC
RIM: BRIDGING THE MODERN AND THE TRADITIONAL.” Journal of Humanities and Cultural
Studies R&D 3, no.3 (2018): 1-66.
17

Unaisi Nabobo-Baba, “Decolonising Framings in Pacific Research: Indigenous Fijian Vanua
Research Framework as an Organic Response,” AlterNative 4, no. 2 (2008): 141.
18

Epeli Hau’Ofa. “Our Sea of Islands,” 147-161.

19

Konai Helu Thaman.“Decolonizing Pacific Studies: Indigenous Perspectives,
Knowledge, and Wisdom in Higher Education, ” Contemporary Pacific, no. 1
(2003): 1-17.
20

UNESCO. State of the World’s Indigenous Peoples: Education, Vol.3. New York, NewYork:
United Nations, 2017.
21

Manfred Ernst and Anna Anisi. “The Historical Development of Christianity in
Oceania.” In The Wiley-Blackwell Companion to World Christianity by Lamin Sanneh and Michael J.
McClymond, (United Kingdom: John Wiley & Sons Ltd, 2016), 588-604.
22

Hilda C. Heine, “’Tuwaak Bwe Elimaajnono’ Perspectives and Voices: A Multiple Case Study
of Successful Marshallese Immigrant High School Students In the United States.” (PhD diss., University of
Southern California, 2004), 124.
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rather than dogmatic.23 Technically speaking, everyone has agency to know themselves
but careless research due to prejudice stemming from imperialist traditions has left others
disenfranchised from exercising their own agency to describe themselves. As Dr.
Linda Tuhiwai Smith perfectly states this debauchery
“It galls us that Western researchers and intellectuals can assume to know all that
it is possible to know of us, on the basis of their brief encounters with some of us.
It appals us that the West can desire, extract and claim ownership of our ways of
knowing, our imagery, the things we create and produce, and then simultaneously
reject the people who created and developed those ideas and seek to deny them
further opportunities to be creators of their own culture and own nations.”
This is the counter narrative of the indigenous Pacific to imperial hegemony. As Dr.
Trask sarcastically puts, “Our daily existence in the modern world is thus best described
not as a struggle for civil rights but as a struggle against our planned disappearance.”24
The most vulnerable of Pacific communities are then left mentally colonized with no
hope of bettering themselves beyond what they’ve been confined to believe. The famous
Tongan scholar Epeli Hau’ofa said the same thing when he referred to Marshallese in his
classic essay “Our Sea of Islands” in which he states that
Belittlement in whatever guise, if internalized for long, and transmitted across
generations, may lead to moral paralysis, to apathy, and to the kind of fatalism
that we can see among our fellow human beings who have been herded and
confined to reservations or internment camps. People in some of our islands are in
danger of being confined to mental reservations, if not already to physical ones. I
am thinking here of people in the Marshall Islands, who have been victims of
atomic and missile tests by the United States.25
Epeli’s assertion hits the nail on the head as I realized that after years of mental
colonization going unnoticed due to it being normalized, I began to see myself the way
Westerners saw me which was that I was unsophisticated, lazy, undisciplined, and
incapable. 26 However, when I applied an indigenous methodology in my ‘autoethnography’27 called JitDam Kapeel28 to describe me and my ‘oceanic experience,’29 this
23

Desmond Narain Doulatram, “A MARSHALLESE TALE OF MODERNITY IN THE PACIFIC
RIM: BRIDGING THE MODERN AND THE TRADITIONAL,” 1-66.
24

Haunani-Kay Trask. From a Native Daughter: Colonialism and Sovereignty in Hawai’i.
(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1999), 26.
25

Epeli Hau’Ofa. “Our Sea of Islands.” Contemporary Pacific 6, no. 1. (1994): 147-161.
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Hilda C. Heine, “’Tuwaak Bwe Elimaajnono’ Perspectives and Voices: A Multiple Case Study
of Successful Marshallese Immigrant High School Students In the United States,” (PhD diss., University of
Southern California, 2004), 19.
27

Carolyn Ellis, Tony E. Adams & Arthur P. Bochner. “Autoethnography: An Overview.”
Forum:Qualitative Social Research 12, no. 1 (2011). http://www.qualitativeresearch.net/index.php/fqs/article/view/1589/3095
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was hardly the case, revealing that decolonization is an ongoing process forward in its
momentum and ‘my truth’30 in the University of San Francisco, speaks that reality where
“Anthropology is the science which tells us that people are the same the whole world
over – except when they are different.”31 This saying of Nancy Banks-Smith that she
trademarked is nothing but common knowledge to indigenous Marshallese who state the
same basic thing in their proverbial idiom “Berberjin, Berberjen, Berberjinma wot kwe”
literally translated as “We are the same notwithstanding one stays here and one there.”32
It is important to note that theorizing has always made us human for it validates that
every human being is entitled to think33 for themselves.34 The decolonization movement
led by Pacific scholars such as Dr. Nabobo Baba35, Dr. Smith36, Dr. Trask37, Dr. Konai
Helu Thaman38, and recently myself39, indicates that our movement to be seen and
validated showcases the very act of us thinking for ourselves by decolonizing the western
28Desmond Narain Doulatram, “Indigenous Decolonization of Academia: Using the Marshall
Islands as Precedent for Social Injustice.” Journal of Humanities and Cultural Studies R&D 3, no.1 (2018):
1-48.
29

Peace Boat. “The Ocean Conference, From Awareness Raising to Action for
the Oceans: the Role of Youth and Civil Society.” Peace Boat. June 9 2017.
https://www.facebook.com/peaceboat/videos/1572626869436635/?hc_ref=ARSeEqgO2tDrtYFoZaGRKY
T3EPMW6msj4J8iGM6mYAHtfz7-Y3RUsuslJRPTP2GsNSo%20See.
30

Desmond Narain Doulatram, “Indigenous Decolonization of Academia: Using the Marshall
Islands as Precedent for Social Injustice,” 1-48.
31

James Duplass, Teaching Elementary Social Studies: Strategies, Standards, and Internet
Resources, 3rd ed, (Belmont: Wadsworth Cengage Learning, 2010), 204.
32

Amata Kabua, Customary Titles and Inherent Rights: A General Guideline in Brief, (Majuro:
Republic of the Marshall Islands, 1993), 24.
33

The Marshallese proverb echoing this truth is Aolep im Lon Aer Kolmonlokjen literally
translated “Everyone has a mind of his or her own to use at his or her disposal.”
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Ani Mikaere, “2013 He Manawa Whenbua Indigenous Research Conference” Keynote
Presentation at the Te Kotahi Research Institute at the University of Waikato, Hamilton, New Zealand, 30
June-3 July, 2013.
35

Unaisi Nabobo-Baba, “Decolonising Framings in Pacific Research: Indigenous Fijian Vanua
Research Framework as an Organic Response,” AlterNative 4, no. 2 (2008): 141.
36

Linda Tuhiwai Smith, Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples, (New
Zealand: University of Otago Press, 1999), 1.
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Haunani-Kay Trask. “Settlers of Color and “Immigrant Hegemony: “Locals” in Hawai’i.”
Amerasia 26, no.2 (2000): 1-24.
38

Konai Helu Thaman.“Decolonizing Pacific Studies: Indigenous Perspectives,
Knowledge, and Wisdom in Higher Education, ” Contemporary Pacific 15, no. 1
(2003): 1-17.
39

Desmond Narain Doulatram. “Indigenous Decolonization of Academia: Using the Marshall
Islands as Precedent for Social Injustice,”1-48.
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constructs that seek to mitigate our truths from being heard raw in its form as originally
meant when it first existed in the first place. Dr. Trask defines racism as
A historically created system of power in which one racial/ethnic group
dominates another racial/ethnic group for the benefit of the dominating group;
economic and cultural domination as well as political power are included in the
systemic dominance of the exploiting group; a monopoly of the means of violence
is also held by those in the dominating group.40
Additionally, Dr. Trask defines the response to racism through Righteous Anger which is
“The emotional/psychological response of victims of racism/discrimination to the system
of power that dominates/exploits/oppresses them. Righteous anger is not racism; rather, it
is a defensible response to racism.”41 Counter narratives have been the most common
form of righteous anger to re(claim) indigenous imagery that predates colonization.
While story telling42 (Talanoa)43 is not new, an auto-ethnographic approach legitimizes
story telling within the research framework to take into account that a ‘primary source’ to
research, being an enactor of an event, cannot be removed. This approach privileges truth
in research by allowing those who live(d) the tale to tell the truth they live(d).
Indigenous Imageryà Marshallese Indigenous Methodology of JitDam Kapeel
The Marshallese method of indigenous skillful inquiry44 (Jitdam Kapeel)45 retains
that the integral self (auto) provides an extra layer of analysis (graphy) in understanding a
particular culture and society (ethno).46 Marshallese Indigenous Imagery is understood
through the Marshallese Indigenous Storytelling (Talanoa) Methodology of JitDam
Kapeel (Skillful Inquiry). According to leading Marshallese poet Kathy Jetnil-Kijiner

40

Haunani-Kay Trask. From a Native Daughter: Colonialism and Sovereignty in Hawai’I, 229-

232.
41

Ibid.
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See Pacific Resources for Education & Learning (PREL) Launches Pacific-Wide Storytelling
Initiative: http://prel.org/index.php?/announcements/prel-launches-pacific-wide-storytelling-initiative
43

Trisia Farrely and Unaisi Nabobo-Baba. “Talanoa as empathic apprenticeship. Asia Pacific
Viewpoint 55, no. 3 (2014): 319-330.
44

Kathy Jetnil-Kijiner, “Iep Jaltok: A History of Marshallese Literature,” (Master’s thesis,
University of Hawaii, 2014), 56.
45

Monica LaBriola, “Iien Ippan Doon: Celebrating Survival in a ‘Atypical Marshallese
Community’,” (Master’s thesis, University of Hawaii, 2006), 12.
46

Ema Wolfgramm-Foliaki. “Under the Mango Tree: Lessons for the Insider-Outsider
Researcher.” Journal of Perspectives in Applied Academic Practices 4, no.3 (2016): 32-37.
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The term “jitdam” means to “Seek knowledge; look for the true pedigree; study
one’s genealogy; inquire of an authority. The proverb JitDam Kapeel means
Seeking knowledge guarantees wisdom. Jitdam bwe ej ja mour means Inquire of
him (who has the knowledge) while he’s still around…if one was to split the
terms “jitdam” in two, it would be “jit” and “dam.” “Jit” would be alluding to
“jijjit” which means to sit while “dam” means forehead, which alludes to sitting
and metaphorically touching foreheads with your elders. Since the head is an
especially sacred part of the body for Marshallese, and it is where all knowledge
is stored, it makes the concept of “touching foreheads” 47 that much more
significant.
To help illustrate the last point of Ms. Kathy Jetnil-Kijiner, the following photo of Ms.
Dorothy Kabua, the first indigenous Marshallese and Micronesian to ever sit in a United
Nations Trusteeship Council,48 is given in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Dorothy Kabua performing JiTDam (sitting down foreheads faced) with son Amata Kabua

Dr. Monica LaBriola further states that
The Marshallese expression jitdam kapeel suggest that wisdom is assured to those
who study and understand these genealogies. While on the one hand jitdam kapeel
translates roughly as “seeking knowledge guarantees wisdom,” the words by
47

This alluding of foreheads touching is somewhat similar to the Polynesian Maori greeting Hongi
where foreheads literally touch.
48

Frank E. Midkiff, “Administering the Pacific Trust Territory,” Department of State Bulletin 29
no. 732 (1953): 151.
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themselves have more precise connotations: jitdam means to study one’s
genealogy, while kapeel means skillful; clever…wise; astute.” Put simply, those
who study genealogy and other aspects of mantin majel (Marshallese Customs)
grow wise, skillful, and astute.
Although scientists, anthropologists, and linguists49 alike argue solidly on their origins--claiming that Marshallese people and their culture originated from Southeast Asia due to
their connection to the Austronesian and Nuclear Micronesian language families--Marshallese are more inclined to understand their past, specifically their prehistory,
through their improperly labeled myths, genealogies, folklores, and legends which have
immortalized their proud heritage.50
It is through studying Marshallese genealogies via JitDam Kapeel that
relationships (karkar)51 are established and a clearer understanding of characters, titles,
ranks, and their connections are granted. In other words, JitDam Kapeel is literally the
Marshall Islands version of Talanoa52 (Story Telling) where a narrative inquiry is an
empathetic apprenticeship worthy of merit. The word “tala” in Oceania languages means
“story” while the word “noa” means “to tie or to bind hence when the two words are
combined, they form the word “talanoa” which translates to “connecting stories
together.”53 This signifies the same approach of famous Asian Scholar Donald R. Davis
in which he stated the “Three Principles for an Asian Humanities: Care First…Learn
from…Connect Histories.”54 And by extension, it signifies the same approach of JitDam
Kapeel.55 These same approaches hits the nail on the head and further reveals that we are
the same notwithstanding one stays here and one there.56 The reason why establishing this
basis (bedbed) is significant is because a Marshallese indigenous lens produces a counter
hegemonic narrative to the same imperial invented traditions of the White Race’s

49

Hilda C. Heine and Julianne Walsh, Etto Nan Raan Kein, (Honolulu: Bess Press, 2013), 22.

50

Desmond Narain Doulatram, “A MARSHALLESE TALE OF MODERNITY IN THE
PACIFIC RIM: BRIDGING THE MODERN AND THE TRADITIONAL,” 1-66.
Amata Kabua, Customary Titles and Inherent Rights: A General Guideline in Brief, (Majuro:
Republic of the Marshall Islands, 1993), V.
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Trisia Farrely and Unaisi Nabobo-Baba. “Talanoa as empathic apprenticeship. Asia Pacific
Viewpoint 55, no. 3 (2014): 319-330.
53

David Ga'oupu Palaita, “Talanoa Series” (lecture, City College of San Francisco, San Francisco,
CA, March 1, 2018).
54

Donald R. Davis. “Three Principles for an Asian Humanities: Care First…Learn from…Connect
Histories,” The Journal of Asian Studies, no. 74 (2015): 43-67.
55

Desmond Narain Doulatram. “Indigenous Decolonization of Academia: Using the Marshall
Islands as Precedent for Social Injustice,”1-48.
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Amata Kabua, Customary Titles and Inherent Rights: A General Guideline in Brief, (Majuro:
Republic of the Marshall Islands, 1993), 24.
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manifest destiny that was used to confine and oppress Blacks57, Asians58, and ‘Indigenous
peoples of the Americas and of the Pacific, all under the guise of the White Man’s
burden.
Marshallese Culture through Ethnolinguistics
Marshallese ontologies revealed in ethnolinguistics further elaborates that
Marshallese contributions to all that is human is no different from its most favored nation
being the United States, its Pacific neighbors in Oceania, and to world religions/world
views. In Marshallese culture, the word for love is “Iakwe” broken down to two words
being “Ia” meaning rainbow and “Kwe” meaning you. Hence, Iakwe would literally
mean you are the colors of the rainbow hence light. You are light because you are good
reflecting God’s promise as a creature of light housing his breath within his temple that is
you. For the sake of clarity, the following definition is further elaborated in Figure 2
taken from the Marshallese English Dictionary.

Figure 2: Etymology of the Word IaKwe (Love)

The biblical verses found in Corinthians 6: 9-10, 1 John 4:8, 1 John 1:5-2:2, Genesis
9:13, Genesis 2:7, Matthew 5: 13-16, Philippians 2:15-16, 1 John 1:5, 1 Thessalonians
57

Mampilly, Zachariah. “Decolonizing the United States: Lessons from Africa. Ufahamu: A
Journal of African Studies 38, no. 3 (2015): 25-34.
58

Edward W. Said. Orientalism. (New York City: Pantheon Books, 1978).
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5:5, and John 8:12 speak the same ‘heathen greeting Iakwe of the Marshallese Ralik
Chiefs culture’. 59 Unfortunately, missionaries felt threatened by local religions and
attempted to eradicate it despite these religious beliefs of Marshallese resembling the
same creation concepts in the book of Genesis where a powerful spirit speaks what
becomes.60 Erdland further reveals that prior to missionary eradication of indigenous
religious beliefs, Marshallese already had a sophisticated language with specific
vocabulary describing Biblical concepts, characters, and figures.61 Insecure Missionaries
and colonizers believed that the drive to ‘save lost souls’ meant colonizing of the mind of
Pacific Islanders which required conformity to Western ideals using Christianity as a
catalyst.62 As perfectly stated by Manfred Ernst and Anna Anisi
It seems astounding that within a period of only two hundred years, Christianity
had established a firm stronghold, that is, by the turn of the twentieth century
about 90 % of Pacific Islanders were professed Christians Garrett (1982; 1992)
suggests that the rapid success of Christianity can be related to various factors;
one is that the indigenous people often reasoned that to gain the missionaries’
“mana”63 one must worship his God.64
The Marshallese equivalence of the Polynesian/Melanesian term Mana,65 is called Aao,66
literally translated Halo or that which has spiritual presence. These similarity in spiritual
terms is precisely why the Marshallese Chiefs from the Western (Ralik) Chain and
Eastern (Ratak) chains themselves served as ‘spiritual mediums’67 when they safely
59

Stewart Firth and Paula Mochida. Translations of German Documents Relating to
Micronesia. (Canberra: Australian National University, 1986), 1-98.
60

Jack Tobin, Stories from the Marshall Islands, (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2002),

11.
61

August Erdland Die Sternkunde beiden Seefahren der Marshall-Inseln. Anthropos:
Internationale Sammlung Enthnologischer Moographie. Ed. 5:16-26. (Munster: I.W. Aschedorff, 1914),
308-311.
62Manfred

Ernst and Anna Anisi. “The Historical Development of Christianity in
Oceania.” In The Wiley-Blackwell Companion to World Christianity by Lamin Sanneh and Michael J.
McClymond, (United Kingdom: John Wiley & Sons Ltd, 2016), 588-604.
63
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Manfred Ernst and Anna Anisi. “The Historical Development of Christianity in
Oceania, ” 588-604.
65

Alexander Spoehr. Majuro: A Village in the Marshall Islands. (Chicago: Chicago Natural
History Museum, 1949), 77.
66

Dirk H.R. Spenneman. “The Story of Aao.” In Bwebwenatoon Etto: A Collection of Marshallese
Legends and Traditions, 2nd ed. Edited by Jane Downing and Dirk H.R. Spenneman, (Republic of the
Marshall Islands: Ministry of Internal Affairs, Historic Preservation Office, 1992).
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welcomed the ‘American Boston Protestant Missionaries on Ebon’68 and ‘assisted the
Catholic Jesuit Order’69 in building the biggest Catholic Parish in the capital city of
‘Majuro’ during the spirit of the American occupation where a new independent
government would be built speaking that same spiritual tale.
Environmentalism and Spiritualism of Majuro Mejen Armij
The environmental tale of Majuro is best observed and seen through the
etymology of the word Majuro, alternatively spelt MEJRO. Mej meaning eye(s) and ro
meaning two, denotes the inclusive nature of witnessing where it requires two eyes to
fully see an event elaborating properly through the visual experience. Capturing life at a
single glance requires two eyes (ro Mej). Even when one takes into consideration the
proverb which Majuro is known to embody, we see the same aspect of witnessing
reflected in the proverbial idiom Majuro Mejen Armij which is literally translated
“Majuro is the Face and Eyes of the People.” Majuro Mejen Armij literally translated
“Majuro: Eyes of the People” means many things in Marshallese culture. For one thing, it
means that the people of Majuro are known to stare a lot hence paying homage to their
proverbial idiom and the simple nature of witnessing which they are known to do
superbly. Secondly is the obvious nature of Majuro showcasing what the people see
which is everything because it is a center of activity being the capital where everything
and everyone is blended through its melting pot. Lastly and most importantly is the
aspect of divine witnessing alone, which is said to take place in Majuro---according to
indigenous beliefs---where truth and practicality is taken into account. When people say
Majuro Mejen Armij, they use in conjunction the phrase “Ijo Anij ej tol” meaning
Majuro: Eyes of the People where God leads (ijo Anij ej Tol). One must wonder whether
it is mere coincidence that this proverb perfectly sums up the atoll of Majuro by
flawlessly capturing its deep spiritual connection of communication established through
the proper utilization of the capital home front, past, present and the not too distant
future.
The stories of Majuro residents---in relation to their environment---is of epic
proportions. When one thinks of the value of the human spirit, nowhere is it more
prevalent than in the spirits of Majuro residents who have pioneered RMI into the pages
of global history. The first indigenous Micronesian to the United Nation was the one and
only Dorothy Tarjikit Laelan Kabua, who was a Chieftain from Majuro, and also an avid
outspoken advocate for nuclear justice. She spoke heavily on the causes of environmental
degradation due to Nuclear testing by global superpowers. One of Tarjikit’s interpreters
67
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was none other than the late Dwight Heine who led the petitions in 1954 and in 1956 to
end the nuclear testing program. Our ancestors labeled Majuro Mejen Armij for a reason.
It is to reaffirm the beliefs that made Majuro distinct from other places. It was to
safeguard the health of its spiritual environment by reaffirming the functions of the atoll
through oral tradition and language where the spoken word came before the written.
Let us further evaluate the concrete examples of Majuro’s healthy spiritual
environment. Former Climate Change ambassador Tony DeBrum---in a speech given at
New York---stated that in Rio+20, they (through President Christopher Jorebon Loeak)
had read the first opening paragraph of President Amata Kabua’s statement during the
1992 Earth Summit because twenty years later, we found ourselves in the exact same
position because of Climate Change.70 We look at the same prophetic statements made in
President Kabua’s first speech at the United Nations and he states the obvious affirming
that we are left in a state of quandary because scientists are not in a general consensus as
to the magnitude of the problem and that there is little to nothing a small nation like the
Marshall Islands can do other than to raise awareness in the international community.71
Twenty years later again after his first UN statement---scientist come out in general
consensus with ‘97 percent’72 of them stating that Climate Change is real with the first
African American President, Barack Obama, taking a firmer and more active stance on
the issue.73
We fast forward to New York and we see Jo-JiKuM co-founder Kathy JetnilKijiner, a resident of Majuro, and a native of Aur, bringing the world to tears, drawing
light again upon what is taking place in Majuro where the author of this paper resides and
is spelling out the tale--- through his voice--- the power and healthy spiritual environment
taking place on Majuro Mejen Armij.74 Did you not know that the communications
leading to RMI’s first ever Climate Change Policy was handled by the author of this
paper on Majuro, who was the Climate Change Policy officer,75 where he helped co70
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found the Non Profit Organization Jo-JiKuM76 along with Ms. Kathy Jetnil-Kijiner of the
reknown Shark Clan77 known to control the weather? Is this not further affirmation on the
spiritual nature of Majuro? As we look to the present leadership of Majuro through the
first female President of the Pacific, are we not also seeing the rich spiritual environment
of Majuro reflected in the present context where Dr. Hilda Heine stands as president from
neighboring Aur which was the traditional capital of the Majuro Chiefs stemming from
the character Limanbine of the Raano Jowi and Laninbit of the Rimwejoor Clan? The
Paris Agreement which Climate Change Ambassador Tony Debrum, Former President
Christopher Jorebon Loeak, and current first female President Dr. Hilda Heine have been
vocal advocates of, has been signed into law, culminating the spiritual environmental
presence of Majuro’s tale where the power of the human spirits that constitutes the
greater moral worth of environmental concerns is represented in our deeds where we put
ourselves out there engraving a human face on environmental issues through indigenous
spiritual prowess.78
When people think Majuro, they automatically think capital and
environmentalist automatically conjure the image of pollution upon first entry. Yet,
what Majuro reveals within its own anthropology, kept through myth and legend, is
that the atoll of Majuro, particularly its lagoon, is very much alive, and witnessing of
its environmental tale continues uninterrupted showcasing the true value of its
resilience and the perseverance of its deep environmental spiritual half. Do we
doubt the tale of indigenous Marshallese whose methods of knowing and being have
far existed beyond our ability to recall? Do we simply label them as heathens
without taking into consideration the merit of their argument that showcases the
atoll of Majuro in its true sense despite the physical criticism done by outsiders
pertaining to its physical environment, or do we rectify the writings and
misconceptions of these critics by painting Majuro for what it really is--- which is--an atoll that is very much alive and well through its spiritual component. This is
where true witnessing takes place and where truth is laid fully from the focal point
and from the unique frames of reference of the seers of the tale, which are the
residents and people of Majuro that come from all over.
Hearing the indigenous voice by viewing it through an indigenous lens gives
an opportunity for true witnessing to take place for it is these very indigenous
people that lived the tale that is being told on their land & waters a.k.a. environment.
This is the tale of Majuro Mejen Armij. We should never underestimate the
indigenous grammatical functions of language as can be seen in the case of Majuro.
As the word grammar means usage, the way Marshallese utilize their language
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includes a spiritual component that caters understanding through a holistic lens
where the physical and the spiritual clearly co-exist. Never underestimate the power
of indigenous language for it centers around practicality. Pragmatism is what drives
the continuance of the Marshallese tale for even materialistic preservation of
writing fades in time whereas the spoken word passed down from generation to
generation continues through oral tradition where the human spirit is permanently
preserved in the art of intimate communication where memories are stored in
humans and not in books. To further illustrate the proverb Majuro Mejen Armij, a
picture and an explanation of the Majuro Flag is given in Figure 3 below.

Figure 3: Majuro Flag with White Bird (Litakbok) symbolizing Peace and sharing of good things to others.
The bird Litakbok is similarly situated to the White Bird in Genesis 8 and indigenous accounts.79
Erdland, August. “Die Marshall Insulaner, Leben und Sitte, Sinn und Religion eines SudseeVolkes [The Marshall Islanders: Life and Custom, Thought and Religion of a South Seas People].” 1914.
Translation of the original located at the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa Hamilton Library Hawaiian and
Pacific Collection. Translated in part for the Yale Cross-Cultural Survey in Connection with the Navy
Pacific Islands Handbook Project and in part by Richard Neuse in 1961.
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These ethnolinguistics reveal the purified form of Marshallese identity unfiltered
by the inferiority complex of Missionizers and Colonizers who attempted to eradicate
indigenous religion to keep their misguided agency to confine people mentally.
Marshallese custom(s) “was and is still the unwritten law of the Marshall Islands
extended down through memory with certain key words or brief phrases of expression
invoking each of its various underlying principles and their proper application.”80 This is
perfectly displayed in the motto of the Marshall Islands government Seal below.

Figure 4: Official National Seal of the Marshall Islands’ Government
The Ancient Marshallese Proverb Jepelpelin ke Ejukaan loosely translated as
accomplishment through joint effort means that the scattered atolls and islands
comprising the Marshall Islands maybe separated geographically in land but it is united
in sacred Ocean culture as a medium where an integral network of communication is
prevalent to sustainably live.81 This proverb pays reference to the traditional culture of
voyaging that has maintained the Marshall Islands since time immemorial. “The
Marshallese people...are descendants of the voyagers who came in canoes across the
trackless sea to find and settle our island more than two thousand years ago. The remote
environment and temperate climate impelled us to form our own nation and develop our
own unique culture, which has withstood the test of time.”82 The indigenous names of the
Marshall Islands speak this same truth. The traditional name of the Marshall Islands is
80 Amata Kabua, Customary Titles and Inherent Rights: A General Guideline in Brief, (Majuro:
Republic of the Marshall Islands, 1993), 24.
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Lollelaplap, which was the name of the Ocean between the two chains of Ralik (Western)
and Ratak (Eastern).83 It is because of this navigation culture that the Marshall Islands is
also known as Ralik Ratak which is not only the name of the two chains but also the
directions in which the atolls were first settled from West to East.84 The last name which
Marshall Islands is also known as is Aelon Kein Ad which means “these our atolls” and it
is often used in conjunction with the proverb “Ad Jolet Jen Anij” literally translated as
Our Blessed Inheritance from God. The very meaning of Aelon Kein as broken down is
best elaborated through the words of Dr. Walsh and Dr. Heine.85 Aelon Kein is broken
down to three root words, ae meaning currents of the ocean, lan meaning sky, and kein
being plants of the land. The utilization of the Marshallese Universe in its empirical
knowledge preservation processes, fills the very meaning of its most famous traditional
name Aelon Kein Ad literally the water (ae), the air (lan) and earth (kein) are ours (ad).
In numerous addresses signifying an independent international personality,
President Amata Kabua has always stated that the Marshallese people are a very special
people because it is believed that these islands were discovered through the aid of
‘ancestral spirits’ 86 as is also mentioned in the ‘preamble’ 87 of the Marshallese
Constitution where the proverb Jepelpelin Ke Ejukaan speaks the Marshallese tale of
‘modernity’88. This is Why Marshallese deserve to be validated in America. Marshallese
contributions to International Peace and Security during the Cold War period, specifically
the nuclear testing period (1946-1958) remains an unprecedented contribution to
America’s national security and global peace efforts.89 Yet, racist stereotypes90 about
Marshallese and Micronesians91 remain abundant because of general lack of appreciation
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to global history and U.S. Human Right Commitments etched in the Compact of Free
Association where its preamble states the human right of equal dignity and the right to be
self-determining people as promised by the United States.92 Today, the Marshall Islands
continues to play an integral part in American global security due to its ‘strategic
location’93allowing full ‘spatial dominance’94 and ‘meteorological support’.95
However, even before the U.S. Military won WWII, Marshallese were already
serving side by side as scouts during WWII for the U.S. Military in Japanese held atolls
risking their very lives in the process.96 Furthermore, it was Marshallese chiefs that saved
the American Boston Missionaries from a troubling death of being speared to death when
the Gospel first entered the Marshall Islands.97 It is these unique spiritual tale(s) revealing
the same spiritual merit of Marshallese and major world powers and religions that
underscores why the Marshall Islands continues to contribute on the global stage through
human right discourse(s) pertaining to ‘climate change’98 and ‘Nuclear disarmament’99.
This lack of understanding on the Marshall Islands’ contribution(s) to America and
contributions on the global stage often leads to institutionalized discrimination and often
a times, Marshallese themselves, including me, have to fight for an ‘academic space’100
that should already be recognized thus wasting valuable time and effort for other
priorities deemed equally significant as time is money. The idea that Marshallese even
have to validate an indigenous way of knowing and being is sickening given that these
indigenous epistemologies predate current ontologies that stem from recently invented
traditions. The fact that the Marshallese Cultural tale speaks similar traits of philanthropy,
human rights, Judeo-Christianity, and Pacific Oceania reaffirms that Marshallese speak
92
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the same human language of having a caring and compassionate loving heart and thus
deserve no less than their fellow human brothers and sisters.
Significance of Marshallese Validation Academically, Spiritually, Economically,
& Socially
For academic, spiritual, economic, and social reasons, every human being is
entitled to think for themselves to see fit what circumstances need to be reworked to
survive in this day and age as members of the global community. Validation (re)instills a
sense of belonging to facilitate identity making within the constructs situated in to
navigate the anxieties of the new world order. It paves the way for younger generations to
a heightened conscience that brings out their most beautiful expressions of themselves
revealing their true colors all while setting the right type of human right precedents. It is
through validation that the mentally colonized portions and marginalized segments of
society are made to matter to themselves because external validation reveals that it is
okay to be your full integral self without shame. It is through the acceptance of other
knowledge systems that we begin to see the diverse pool of knowledge via
‘intersectionality’101 thus showcasing that everyone has the right to know their own truths
and people’s relations to that truth. It is through a greater understanding of people
through education that prevents Micronesians such as Marshallese from being unjustly
treated in places like Hawaii102 and here in the ‘University of the San Francisco’103. And
most importantly, it is through validation that existence becomes fully realized to echo
the authentic voices of the minority class. Existence becomes resistance and thus releases
all negative connotations associated with resistance where persistence and insistence lay
hold in securing validation. This is why both the ‘Marshall Islands’104and the ‘United
States’105 have a Constitutional Democracy and not a pure one where the minority is
protected from the majority through their equal protection clause(s) even if that majority
happens to be White and suffers from the classic case of ‘white fragility.’106
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Conclusionà Revisiting the root word of Knowledge and who has agency to Know
The heart of the matter is that Marshallese indigenous knowledge has largely been
delegitimized by the imperial imprint in academia. Ameil J. Joseph adds that “these
particular technologies of violence owe their inheritance to the Orientalizing, discursive
practices and disciplinary hegemony developed during colonization that when ignored,
reproduce the dehumanizing outcomes upon which they were built.” 107 The goal of
decolonization is to undo the effects of ‘colonization.’108 This paper discusses the need
and significance to legitimize indigenous Pacific lenses that incorporate a more holistic
world view describing Pacific identities.109 It reveals the need for accurate imagery to
retain merit within the colonial academic structure to attain the intended outcomes of
education which is professionally defined as meaningful and valuable knowledge attained
and appreciated by the student learners through active involvement.110 It concludes that
meaningful education is subject relatable content that empowers indigenous voices and
further instills human dignity in student learners as relevant and accurate content
reinstalls and facilitates real identity making.111 The ability to choose one's fate starts off
with the ability and chance to enable one's self to think freely and theorize from the flesh
chosen knowledge systems applicable to a student's particular life context(s) as we all
live our own lives'. Hence, this paper concludes that the ability to choose is ingrained in
the need to contextualize/indigenize the curriculum for indigenous viewers of knowledge
who need the proper tools to steer them towards academic success. Studies have shown
that relevant content and indigenization/contextualization of academia provides desirable
learning outcomes for students where invisibility, hybridity, and decolonization often
intersect. 112 In this light, this paper concludes that contextualizing curriculum for
minorities such as Pacific Islanders enacts the human right of human dignity by providing
a safe democratic academic space that ensures that all students are treated, viewed, and
respected equally in light of their own unique circumstances. Malcolm X once stated that
if you are convinced you never did anything, then you will never believe that you can do
anything. To take his argument further in relation to the human right of equal dignity, I
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only add that if Marshallese are made to feel less than they actually are in academic
settings with their knowledge not being equally validated, then we are doomed to repeat
institutionalized discrimination as it was in Brown versus Board of Education where
segregation affected students’ ability and students’ motivation to learn because of a sense
of inferiority taught by those with inferiority complexes seeking to mentally confine
minority populations from truly taking their rightful place in the world as they’ve always
have when ‘they first took their rightful place in discovering and settling the Marshall
Islands’113.
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